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Our poor understanding of the connection between haptic effect engineering – using controllable parameters 

like frequency, amplitude and rhythm – and how sensations are comprehended by end-users hinders effective 

design. Haptic facets (categories of attributes that characterize collection items in different ways) are a way to 

describe, navigate and analyze the cognitive frameworks by which users make sense of qualitative and affective 

characteristics of haptic sensations. Embedded in tools, they will provide designers and end-users interested in 

customization with a road-mapped perceptual and cognitive design space. We previously compiled five haptic 

facets based on how people describe vibrations: physical , sensory , emotional , metaphoric , and usage examples . 

Here, we report a study in which we deployed these facets to identify underlying dimensions and cross-linkages 

in participants’ perception of a 120-item vibration library. We show that the facets are crosslinked in people’s 

minds, and discuss three scenarios where the facet-based organizational schemes, their linkages and consequent 

redundancies can support design, evaluation and personalization of expressive vibrotactile effects. Finally, we 

report between-subject variation (individual differences) and within-subject consistency (reliability) in partici- 

pants’ rating and tagging patterns to inform future progress on haptic evaluation. This facet-based approach is also 

applicable to other kinds of haptic sensations and even other modalities, and can inform multimodal experience 

design through a descriptive design language shared between different modalities. 

© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Despite growing interest in and availability of haptic technology in

onsumer markets, even its most common manifestation of vibrotactile

eedback is still limited in everyday use, generally appearing as a dull,

ndifferentiated and often annoying buzz. While a dearth of expressive

ardware is one obvious cause, there are comparable difficulties in de-

igning with even the hardware we already have for both vibrotactile

nd other haptic display modalities ( MacLean et al., 2017 ). 

Design is difficult for many reasons, not least due to large vari-

nces in individuals’ preference and interpretation of how vibrations

eel and what they suggest ( Lo et al., 1984; Hollins et al., 2000; Peck

nd Childers, 2003; Levesque et al., 2012; Seifi and MacLean, 2013 ).

ere we highlight two gaps in support which we propose are central. 

A Lack of Guidelines and Tools: When making (sketching, refin-

ng) and evaluating sensations, designers often identify requirements in

erms of usage examples (e.g., allowing presenters to track time during

heir presentations), intended emotions (sadness, surprise), or accompa-

ying media (a racing car in a game) ( Chan et al., 2008; Tam et al., 2013;

arbon and Jakesch, 2013; Zhao et al., 2014; Swindells et al., 2014; Is-
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ar et al., 2014 ), but are forced to design with engineering parameters

Scenario 1, Fig. 1 a). In other cases, designers have a set of vibrations

whether newly created or accessed within an existing collection) and

ish to evaluate their aesthetic and qualitative characteristics (Scenario

, Fig. 1 b). The ability to use low-level engineering parameters to con-

truct or evaluate in other idioms is tacit knowledge that haptic design-

rs build over years and through extensive contact with users. It is hard

o communicate, incorporate in tools or transfer to others. 

Perception is Personal but Personalization is Unsupported: Past studies

f vibrotactile applications in real-world contexts indicate the neces-

ity of end-user personalization ( Tam et al., 2013; Seifi et al., 2014;

srar et al., 2014 ). However, there is a dearth even of effective expert

ools for far more accessible and perceptually understood engineering

arameters like vibrotactile amplitude and frequency; easy and practical

echanisms that would make sense to end-users are rare indeed. Unsur-

risingly, previous work suggests that personalizing based on engineer-

ng parameters is beyond end-user capacity and willingness. However,

hen given tools in their own language domain, users can quickly access

nd modify their desired vibrotactile notifications (Scenario 3, Fig. 1 c)

 Seifi et al., 2015, 2014 ). 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhcs.2017.04.003
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/ijhcs
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.ijhcs.2017.04.003&domain=pdf
mailto:seifi@cs.ubc.ca
mailto:maclean@cs.ubc.ca
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhcs.2017.04.003
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Fig. 1. Three scenarios in vibrotactile design, evaluation, and personalization that facets can support when fully instantiated in design tools. 
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.1. Facets: aligning content access with mental frameworks 

People unconsciously use a multiplicity of cognitive frameworks or

chemas to describe qualitative and aesthetic attributes of vibrations

 Obrist et al., 2013; Schneider and MacLean, 2014; Seifi et al., 2015 ).

ometimes people describe a vibration based on its similarity to some-

hing they have experienced before ( this is like a cat purring ), on emotions

nd feelings ( this is boring ), or intended usage ( this tells me to speed up ).

hese schemas, themselves composed of many attributes ( Fig. 2 a) are in

sers’ minds: shaped by their past experiences and training, they provide

 cognitive scaffolding on which people rely for sense-making. 

Facets , a design concept originating from the information retrieval

omain ( Yee et al., 2003; Smith et al., 2006; Hearst, 2006, 2008; Fagan,

010 ), capture the multiplicity and flexibility of users’ sense-making

chemas for physical and virtual items. A facet encapsulates the proper-

ies or labels related to one aspect of or perspective on an item and offers

 categorization mechanism. For example, examples of alternative facets

or a collection of architectural images are people (such as designer,

gency, historical figure), time periods, geographical location (GPS co-

rdinates, province, neighborhood), and structure types (function, ar-

hitectural elements). For a collection of clothing items they might be

arment type (top, bottom, inner, outer, accessories), color, brand, for-

ality, season ( Yee et al., 2003; Hearst, 2006 ). A given facet may be

omposed of a single property (e.g., brand) or a set of diverse elements

hat reflect that perspective – e.g., lists of descriptive words (tags), nu-

erical scales, binary or multicategory attributes (e.g., province). The

acet characterization varies by domain and relies on a user’s knowledge

nd conceptual mapping of that domain. Multiple facets can be used

exibly together to describe or examine different aspects of a given item

n a collection, or alternatively, explore those aspects in light of other

ollection items. 

In a previous work, we identified five facets for vibrations based

n the literature ( Table 1 ) which captured: 1) physical f attributes of

ibrations that can be objectively measured such as duration, rhythm

tructure, etc. 2) sensory f properties such as roughness, 3) emotional f 
onnotations, 4) metaphors f that relate the vibration’s feel to familiar

xamples (e.g., a continuous rampup vibration can be perceived as if it

as a speeding car engine), and 5) usage examples f or events where a

ibration fits (e.g., speed up ). 
39 
Here, we revise these into four facets: sensation f , emotion f ,

etaphor f , and usage examples f ( Table 1 ). For consistency with past

aptic literature ( Ternes, 2007 ), we now refer to dimensional attributes

hat can be objectively measured (e.g. duration, frequency) as engineer-

ng space . The sensation f facet now includes the subjective dimensional

ttributes energy and tempo, previously in the physical facet. 

These facets provide unique ways to assign a familiar meaning to

 haptic sensation. For example, the metaphor f and usage f facets rely

n previously experienced sensations and usage contexts to make sense

f vibrations (see Seifi et al. (2015) for more details). We implemented

hese facets in an interactive graphical visualization and navigation tool,

ibViz ( Seifi et al., 2015 ), and denote them and related concepts here

ith a special font and subscripts (as explained in Fig. 2 ). 

While not meant to be a unique or complete delineation of the pos-

ible vibrotactile facet space, this set does provide a practical sense of

hat facets can offer to design. Because a given vibration can be located

n the context of any and all, each highlighting a particular aspect, they

an organize a messy hodgepodge of inconsistent language and mixed

odels into a powerful tool that leverages perception and analogy. The

nteractive visualization tool VibViz ( Seifi et al., 2015 ) allows untrained

sers to peruse a large vibrotactile collection by viewing items in mul-

iple facets simultaneously and dynamically. 

These multi-facet views thereby become rich, layered descriptions

hich inform design. For example, VibViz ’s linked facets show how an

ndividual item may have different perceptual near-neighbors and con-

rasts in the different facets. 

From Browsing to Manipulating in Facet Space: In its primary form, a

acet is just a flat list of attributes like tags and ratings ( Fig. 2 b). Thus,

t only allows us to browse existing, defined elements (as VibViz does).

hat if a designer or user wants to change an element, or find points

n between existing library items ( Fig. 1 scenarios)? A semantic dimen-

ion offers a structure for the facet; it provides a continuous perceptual

arameter along which one can move vibrations or characterize them

 Fig. 2 c). Imagine a slider that makes a vibration more or less “excit-

ng ”, “alluring ” or “bell-like ” – in contrast to ones that change its base

requency or amplitude. Such sliders would allow both trained designers

nd untrained end-users to manipulate (sketch, ideate, personalize) vi-

rotactile signals more directly by offering handles in a language frame-

ork relevant to their purpose. 
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Fig. 2. Concept sketch showing haptic facets, dimensions and their linkages. Central elements (denoted throughout paper with a special font and subscripts) include (1) tag: a label/word 

that people use to describe an attribute of a haptic sensation (e.g., soft, exciting); (2) facet f : a framework that binds related attributes of haptic sensations into a descriptive category; (3) 

dimension d : a continuous parameter that delineates variations in a facet; and (4) factor fact : a conceptual construct underlying linkages among different facets (deduced here using factor 

analysis). 
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However, to allow continuous movement along cognitively useful di-

ensions, a tool must do far more than locate discrete sensations within

acet space: it must identify and present a topologically continuous mapping

etween the facets and engineering spaces, so that every point of the slider ’ s

ange can be rendered. 

Further, VibViz already hints at considerable redundancy between

acets – when a dimension in one facet is very similar to that of another,

ut goes by a different name. Facets are not independent spaces, but

lternative views of the same thing. Mapping connections specifically

ill enable designers to translate or formulate requirements from one

acet space (e.g., emotional or application-driven constraints) into more

ctionable sensory and engineering spaces ( Scenario 1 , Fig. 1 a) or eval-

ate aesthetic characteristics of a set of vibrations given their sensory

roperties ( Scenario 2 , Fig. 1 b). 

.2. Research questions 

A major objective of this research is to establish a means of finding

uch mappings. As a first step, we have pursued three questions: 
40 
(Q1) Within-facet substructure: what are the underlying dimensions of

he facets that dominate users ’ reaction to vibrations? For example, for

he emotion f facet one could then design or identify the most emotion-

lly distinct vibrations. These dimensions are the first step towards per-

eptually salient continuous “sliders ”, such as roughness d . 

(Q2) Between-facet linkages: how are attributes and dimensions in dif-

erent facets linked with each other? A specific mapping will allow for

ranslation of requirements from one facet to another (e.g., emotion f 
o sensation f and vice versa) and provide the basis for a topologically

ontinuous mapping between the facet dimensions and engineering pa-

ameters. Designing a “surprising ” sensation is much simpler if one can

ccess its sensory f characteristics to be irregular, ramping up, and rough.

ur format convention for vibration tags or attributes highlights points

n a facet space, as opposed to dimensions. 

(Q3) Individual differences (I.D.) in facets: to what extent do people

oincide or differ in their assessment of vibration attributes? Facets are based

n frameworks in users ’ mind which can vary greatly, for example due

o past experiences and culture. Understanding this variation can shed

ight on individual differences in preferences and meaning-mappings,

nd inform development of robust haptic evaluation instruments. 
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Table 1 

Vibration facets used here, taken with minor alterations ( †) from ( Seifi et al., 2015 ). These facet properties are combinations of ratings 

(quantitative attributes such as i, ii, iii for sensation f facet) and tags (list of words iv). For example, in the sensation f facet, i , ii and iii are 

single attributes on which an item can be rated, while iv is a list of descriptive tag words that might apply to sensations when considered 

from this viewpoint. Modifications: (1) Omitted the physical f facet. For consistency with past haptic literature, we now refer to dimensional 

attributes that can be objectively measured (e.g., duration d , frequency d ) as engineering space . (2) The sensation f facet now includes the 

subjective dimensional attributes energy d and tempo d , previously in the physical f facet ( NounProject, 2016 ). 
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.3. Scope 

We used the VibViz vibration library and the concept of facets to

nvestigate these questions. We first collected an extensive set of user

nnotations (selections of adjective ratings and tags) for library elements

o situate the vibrations within the four facets ( Seifi et al., 2015 ). We

btained this data in a two-step process adapted from data collection

ethods in the music domain ( Turnbull et al., 2008 ), first with three

xperts and then with 44 lay users. 

In our subsequent analysis we derived semantic dimensions of each

acet through Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) analysis ( Cox and Cox,

000 ), and investigated between-facet linkages using factor analysis

 Thompson, 2004 ). With this data, we updated and further populated

able 1 ’s descriptions to include our derived facet dimensions and their

inkages. Our analysis occurred at multiple levels: we examined low-

evel properties and linkages of individual tags ( tag level ), and then se-

antic facet dimensions obtained from MDS analysis ( dimensional level ),

nd finally compared these across the four facets ( facet level ). Thus, our

ovel contributions include: 

1. Empirically derived semantic dimensions of four vibrotactile facets;

2. Between-facet linkages at dimensional and individual tag levels, and

discussion of their implications for vibrotactile design and tools; 

3. Analysis of individual variations in rating and annotating vibrations;

4. A two-step methodology for annotating large sets of vibrotactile ef-

fects, and data on its validity and reliability; and 

5. A publicly available dataset of 120 vibrations and their annotations

and dimensions – the VibViz Dataset (2016) . 

In the remainder of the paper, we present the related literature on

ool development, perceptual dimensions of vibrations, and haptic eval-

ation methodology ( Section 2 ), and highlight important aspects of our

pproach (3) followed by data collection details (4) and analysis proce-

ure and results (5) . In Section 6 , we describe how our results support

he design and evaluation scenarios outlined above ( Fig. 1 ) and com-

are our facet dimensions and linkages to any existing dimensions in

he literature. We finish by reviewing our data collection and analysis

ethodology and presenting interesting directions for future work. 
41 
. Related work 

The design process for haptic sensations will inevitably vary substan-

ially depending on designers and use cases, but it usually involves sev-

ral rounds of design, evaluation, and fine tuning of the stimuli and us-

ge scenarios ( Chan et al., 2008; Brunet et al., 2013; Zheng et al., 2013;

acLean et al., 2017 ). To support this process better, we need effective

uthoring tools, design knowledge and guidelines, as well as evaluation

ethodology and metrics. Below we describe progress in these areas

nd how our work builds on them. 

.1. Tools for vibrotactile design and personalization 

With their crucial role in the design process, haptic authoring tools

ave received increasing attention in the last decade. Design tools by

ature facilitate use of some parameters and approaches while limiting

ccess to others; e.g., pre-designed themed color sets vs. full-spectrum

alettes – an example of parameter-limiting; or fine tuning and precision

s. rapid prototyping and creative flow, i.e., approach-limiting. Existing

aptic tools are built around the most important design parameters and

pproaches identified in the literature or by practitioners. For example,

o support design around rhythm or temporal pattern, the tools facil-

tate precise modification and referencing of vibrations on a timeline

 Ryu and Choi, 2008; Swindells et al., 2014; Schneider and MacLean,

016 ). Recent instances promote use of examples and design by demon-

tration as well as rapid prototyping by allowing easy modification of

esign parameters ( Hong et al., 2013; Schneider et al., 2015; Schnei-

er and MacLean, 2016 ). However, to our knowledge these tools cur-

ently provide access only to low-level engineering parameters. Percep-

ual and affective controls over vibrations are missing, and this slows

esign. 

Content design and manipulation are no longer done only by a spe-

ific group of users ( Lieberman et al., 2006 ). In several other domains

e.g., photo and video editing, music mixing, configuring software), a

pectrum of tools exist for various expertise levels ( Saul et al., 2011;

vening, 2013; Harrower and Brewer, 2013 ). Haptic design tools are

atching up: while past tools have mostly focused on experts, recent
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rends have targeted end-user haptic content creation and personaliza-

ion ( Israr et al., 2014; Zhao et al., 2014; Seifi et al., 2014, 2015 ). 

Our work informs design of higher level controls, which can be

hought of as tuning sliders or knobs and might be implemented as such

n a design interface. These will benefit both expert design tools and

nd-user personalization interfaces. 

.2. Knowledge of perceptual and qualitative attributes of vibrations 

A body of work has investigated perceptual dimensions of natural

e.g., textures) and synthetic haptic stimuli (e.g., vibrations), and users’

anguage for touch ( Hollins et al., 2000; van Erp and Spapé, 2003;

acLean and Enriquez, 2003; Chen et al., 2009; Guest et al., 2011;

kamoto et al., 2013; Obrist et al., 2013; Doizaki et al., 2014 ). In our

wn previous work, VibViz , we compiled five vibrotactile facets based

n dimensions and properties known in the literature for vibrations and

sers’ language ( Seifi et al., 2015 ). 

Several tactile perceptual studies exist on natural textures (e.g., fab-

ics, fluids and various surface materials) due to their higher avail-

bility and wider range of sensations (see Okamoto et al. (2013) for

 survey). However, the resulting dimensions (such as warm/cold,

ticky/slippery) are not easily translated to synthetic sensations. Oth-

rs examine prominent vibrotactile attributes based on users’ similarity

roupings or ratings for small to large sets of vibrations. They report

nergy, roughness and rhythm as the most important design parame-

ers ( van Erp and Spapé, 2003; Brown et al., 2006; Ternes, 2007; Hog-

an and Brewster, 2007a ). While these studies give insights into vibra-

ion perception, they tend to be organized in terms of engineering or

ensory parameters and are not linked to language attributes in users’

inds. 

Recent studies examine users’ tactile language and descriptions as

 window onto understanding prominent properties of touch. Notable

mong these is Guest et al’s collection of touch-related English vocab-

lary ( Guest et al., 2011 ): based on MDS analysis of word similarities,

he authors propose three dimensions for sensory words ( roughness , dry-

ess and warmness ), and three for emotional words ( comfort , arousal and

ensual quality ). We use this collection of sensation and emotion words

n our facets; however, the identified dimensions are not validated for

ynthetic haptic sensations. Further, other aspects of users’ languages

uch as metaphors and usage examples are not examined. 

Our own facets were previously constructed based in part on this lit-

rature; here, we further confirm, refine and add to these dimensions

nd attributes by analyzing users’ perception of a large library of vibra-

ions collected through the facets. 

.3. Methodology for evaluating qualitative attributes of vibrations 

Previous research in related areas typically adapts methodology from

ther domains for haptic studies, or refines existing haptic evaluation

ethodology to be more time- and cost-effective. For example, MDS

tudies in haptics were originally adapted from the auditory domain to

nvestigate perceptual distances between tactile sensations ( Grey 1977;

ollins et al., 2000; Cox and Cox, 2000 ). Other researchers use phe-

omenology to obtain richer language-based descriptions of haptic sen-

ations ( Obrist et al., 2013; Schneider and MacLean, 2014 ). However,

henomenological studies are time-consuming and thus are only prac-

ical with few participants and small sets of sensations. Recently, a

roject examined the feasibility of using crowdsourcing platforms (e.g.,

mazon’s Mechanical Turk) for vibration evaluation ( Schneider et al.,

016 ). Despite promising results, the methodology is mainly tested for

ikert scale evaluation and is not yet verified for richer, language and

nnotation-based haptic studies. 

Despite some progress in haptic evaluation approaches, it remains

ingularly difficult for a researcher to collect rich feedback from lay

sers in a manner that scales to large stimuli sets. Our data collection
42 
ethodology, adapted from the music domain, by necessity has had to

ll this gap. Here, we report its execution details and examine its validity

nd reliability. 

.4. Instruments for evaluating haptic sensations 

As haptic effects are designed for a wide variety of use cases and

equirements, researchers frequently must devise a custom evaluation

nstrument for every study. Recent investigations have laid the foun-

ations for devising a standard yet flexible instrument for vibrations

hrough examining users’ language and compiling important vibration

roperties and common metrics across past studies. 

Most relevantly, Guest et al. provide a linguistic instrument for tac-

ile sensations called the “touch perception task ” (TPT) ( Guest et al.,

011 ). TPT is composed of 26 sensory ratings and 14 emotional ratings

nd was tested by its authors on natural textures. 

Here, we have re-used the annotation instrument we previously

eveloped for validating and populating VibViz , built around lan-

uage and metrics found in the literature. Specifically, (a) four of our

ve Likert scale ratings (strength/energy d , roughness d , pleasantness d ,

nd arousal d ) are commonly used metrics; while (b) our sensation f 
nd emotion f tag lists are based on Guest et al.’s sensation and emotion

ocabulary ( Guest et al., 2011 ). We introduced the tempo d rating scale

s well as the metaphor f and usage example f tag lists in our previous

ork on VibViz ( Seifi et al., 2015 ). When used to annotate a large vi-

rotactile library, this more comprehensive annotation instrument can

enerate results that will inform future vibrotactile evaluation instru-

ents by identifying the redundant facet attributes and providing an

stimate of users’ reliability and variation in responses. 

. Approach 

To investigate the semantic dimensions of these facets and their link-

ges, we began with VibViz ’s source vibrations and its comprehensive

ut efficient evaluation instrument ( Seifi et al., 2015 ). We report the

calable and robust methodology that allowed a comprehensive annota-

ion of our vibration library and use standard dimensionality reduction

ethods to analyze the resulting dataset. Below, we describe each aspect

f our approach in more detail. 

.1. Rich source vibrations 

To identify underlying dimensions and linkages of facets, we used a

arge and varied set of vibrations. In ( Seifi et al., 2015 ), we described our

arious tools and inspirations including systematically changing vibra-

ion parameters (e.g., rhythm, frequency), modifying audio files to serve

s vibrations or using audio files as reference for designing vibrations,

nd running pilot design studies where our lab colleagues designed vi-

rations for a given set of metaphors (see Seifi et al. (2015) for more de-

ails on our library design process). Our design process was intertwined

ith developing the four facets and their annotation instrument and re-

ulted in 120 vibrations with a wide range of qualitative and affective

haracteristics. 

.2. Inclusive and concise annotation instrument, for a flat descriptor set 

For an accurate picture of the vibrations, we needed an inclusive and

on-redundant annotation instrument. If an important rating or tag is

ot included, we would be unable to identify the corresponding dimen-

ion (exclusion risk). In contrast, redundant ratings or tags can intro-

uce noise. As the set of ratings and tags grows, users’ (even experts’)

bility to consistently characterize a vibration decreases (redundancy

isk). 

We developed our ratings and tags to reduce both risks. We

ncluded quantitative rating scales that are frequently utilized in
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ibrotactile studies, and incorporated as many relevant tags as pos-

ible in our evaluation’s first step with experts (mitigating exclusion

isk). After the expert annotation phase, we removed and consolidated

edundant items in a discussion session (mitigating redundancy risk).

he ratings capture users’ perception of attributes that are previously

dentified to be salient for vibrations, while the tags allow us to de-

ive other salient dimensions not known before. The list of tags for

he sensation f and emotion f facets were derived from the literature

hereas the metaphor f and usage f tags were the result of our pilot data

ollection with our lab colleagues. We limited the usage context to time

racking contexts (e.g., presentation timing and exercise tracking) as

his accounted for a reasonable range of existing vibrotactile applica-

ions. Therefore, the list of usage tags was tractable. For the metaphor f 
acet, imposing such a limit in a reasonable way was a challenge. As a

esult, the variety of people’s past experiences and metaphors applicable

o the vibrations led to a larger number of metaphor tags compared to

he other facets. The results of the process are five bipolar 7-point Likert

cale ratings, a form frequently used in the literature, and four lists of

andidate tags (see Table 1 for an overview, and Appendix A for a full

ist of tags proposed for each facet). 

.3. Scalable and robust data collection methodology 

We needed a comprehensive ‘gold truth ’ annotation set that covered

he full VibViz library. Ideally, annotations would be applied by individ-

als who rated the entire facet space for all the items. This would require

ndividuals to rate and tag 120 vibrations, each according to five scales

nd 121 candidate tags. In piloting, we found this was too mentally and

hysically demanding to be suitable for lay users with varying levels of

ommitment, confirmed by poor signal-to-noise properties of that pilot

ata. We therefore devised a new collection method that could be spread

cross multiple participants (scalable) and would be robust to outliers,

.e., the occasional low-commitment participant – or at least, to clearly

dentify these. 

Music annotation literature provides interesting alternative ap-

roaches for data collection, such as a panel of experts: Pandora Internet

adio uses experts to annotate its music dataset, constructing a “gene

equence ” for each music piece that is used for music recommendations

 Pandora, 2016; Turnbull et al., 2008 ). Alternatively, services such as

ast.fm crowdsource the annotation task, incenting end-users to add free-

orm textual tags to songs from which it derives music “folksonomies ”

 Jäschke et al., 2007; Turnbull et al., 2008; Last.fm, 2016 ). However,

ur access to haptic experts is limited and the literature lacks a set of

tandard attributes for vibrations. Furthermore, we can not yet fully

rowdsource vibration annotations, in large part due to hardware limi-

ations and lack of a validated methodology ( Schneider et al., 2016 ). 

We therefore adapted these two approaches into a two-stage evalu-

tion system. In the first expert annotation stage, three haptic designers

ated and tagged the vibrations employing initial rating scales and tag

ists, with encouragement to be liberal in application of tags to stim-

li. In the lay user validation stage, a larger number of participants with

o haptic background adjusted the experts’ ratings and tags for sub-

ets of the library – principally by removing tags which they felt did

ot apply, since this proved to be mentally easier than applying new

nes; although tag addition was also allowed. The first stage resulted

n consistent annotations across the library that were relatively free of

he noise introduced by participants ’ fatigue and lack of commitment,

ut reflected only a small number of subjective opinions. In the second

tage, we pruned the potentially overpopulated annotation dataset by

ringing in additional, but potentially less committed, perspectives. We

ully detail the process in Section 4 . 

This methodology does have a bias risk: participant perceptions of

ibrations in the second stage can be influenced by the rating values

nd tag assignments that they are shown. We devised mechanisms in

ur experiment design to mitigate this bias, and evaluated its impact on

ur final dataset. 
43 
.4. Data analysis methods 

We used Multidimensional Scaling to identify the underlying dimen-

ions for the tags (but not the rating scales or values) in each facet, and

actor analysis to investigate constructs that link dimensions (including

ating scale data) between various facets. 

Multidimensional Scaling is a dimensionality reduction technique

hat is commonly used to derive and visualize a low-dimensional per-

eptual space from a high-dimensional dataset ( Cox and Cox, 2000 ). We

sed Matlab’s classical MDS implementation (a.k.a. Principal Compo-

ent Analysis or PCA) where the distances among the items (vibrations

r tags) are Euclidean – as opposed to ordinal, as in a non-metric MDS

 Matlab, 2016 ). 

Factor analysis is typically used to identify underlying variables

a.k.a. factors) that connect and describe a set of observed but corre-

ated quantitative variables ( Thompson, 2004; Yong and Pearce, 2013 ).

or example, factor analysis is usually applied to surveys with several

ikert-scale questions to find connected questions. We applied factor

nalysis to our derived facet dimensions, and the ratings collected for

ur five scales. 

. Data collection and pre-processing 

Here, we detail the collection of ratings and tags for the vibrations in

wo stages described above – expert annotation, and novice validation;

hen describe dataset pre-processing and define the metrics with which

e analyzed its tags and ratings. 

.1. Stage 1: annotation by haptic experts 

We required expert annotators who had experience with a wide

ange of haptic and/or vibrotactile sensations, were familiar with our

ibrotactile library and facets, and could commit to annotate all or a

arge subset of the vibrotactile library within a short time span of a few

ays. Within-subject annotation of the entire vibration set would pro-

uce consistency and breadth in our initial annotation dataset; however

t did impose a substantial cognitive load on the expert annotators, and

hus we utilized experts with some commitment to the research and

roup. Given the nature of the task, we did not feel this closeness to the

esearch could bias the results, but leveraged it for motivation. 

Expert backgrounds: Three haptic researchers including the first au-

hor provided expert annotations. The first author, a vibrotactile re-

earcher who developed the vibration library and annotation instru-

ent, rated and tagged all the vibrations while the second and third

xperts each annotated half of the vibrations (randomly assigned to

hem). The second annotator is a haptic researcher at University of

ritish Columbia with extensive experience in designing and evaluat-

ng vibrotactile sensations and haptic design tools, The last annota-

or is a Human-Computer-Interaction researcher who co-designed Vib-

iz ( Seifi et al., 2015 ) with the authors and had extensive exposure

o all the vibrations in the library before participating in this study.

he second and third annotators received a $50 honorarium for their

articipation. 

Initial dataset: 120 vibrations from VibViz library were randomly di-

ided into 10 groups with 12 vibrations in each group. These groups

emained fixed for all three expert annotators. 

Apparatus and procedure: The annotation interface was a web-based

izard that gradually disclosed the available ratings and tags for the

ibrations on subsequent tabs. The first tab disclosed five rating scales

7-point Likert scales) for the vibrations ( Fig. 3 b, Table 1 ). The four

ther tabs had the list of tags for the sensation f , emotion f , metaphor f ,

nd usage example f facets plus a textbox for any additional tags from

he experts ( Fig. 3 b). In each session, the experts first played a fixed

et of representative vibrations for calibration purposes, then proceeded

o annotate a group of 12 vibrations (presentation order random-

zed). During the annotation process, the experts could play a vibration
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Fig. 3. Expert annotation interface – one can play a vibration many times and move between the tabs representing the required ratings and tags for the vibration, but they cannot go 

back to previous vibration(s). 
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everal times and move between different tabs for one vibration, but

hey could not go back to previous vibration(s), even within that group.

t the end of each group, a review page showed all the expert’s ratings

nd tags for the vibrations which could be further edited. This procedure

ncouraged the experts to focus on the demanding task of annotating

ach vibration individually but also allowed for cross comparisons and

onsistency adjustments afterwards. 

Annotating a group took about 45–60 minutes. Experts were given

he choice of annotating their groups in a single session or spread over

everal sessions, but were not permitted to interrupt a single group’s an-

otation. Expert 1, the first author, evaluated 10 groups over 5 sessions

ithin 6 days, while Experts 2 and 3 evaluated their 5 groups over 3/8

nd 4/4 sessions/days, respectively. The experts were allowed to revisit

heir previously annotated groups (but never did request to do so). The

otal time spent by each expert was approximately 8 hours for Expert 1,

nd 4–5 hours for Experts 2 and 3. 

Pre-processing and tag consensus and consolidation: After collecting all

he annotations, the first author examined all the tags for each vibra-

ion and highlighted conflicting tags (e.g., smooth tag by one expert

nd rough by another one, or angry vs. happy). In a follow-up session,

ll three experts played and felt vibrations with contradictory tags again

nd came to consensus on one of the conflicting tags or on removing

oth. Further, they could and did adjust wording (e.g., dynamic instead

f changing), and combined tags under one wording (e.g., jaggy and

rainy were replaced by grainy). 
44 
.2. Stage 2: validation of the dataset by lay users 

Our sole requirement for our Stage 2 participants was to have no

ackground in haptics beyond normal everyday exposure to vibration

ensations (e.g., via cellphone usage). 

Participants and compensation: We recruited 44 participants (24 fe-

ale, 19–60 years old, with 40 of the participants under 36 years old)

hrough advertising on a North American university campus. All partici-

ants were university students except for three who did not declare their

ccupation. Participants were permitted to participate in more than one

ession but tag different vibrations in each session (up to a maximum

f 4 sessions covering all 120 vibrations) and six participants did so.

articipants were compensated $10 for a one-hour session. 

Initial dataset: Our dataset was composed of the 120 vibrations with

he average expert ratings and the combined and consolidated tags for

ach vibration, randomly divided into 12 groups of 10 vibrations. This

rouping remained fixed for all the participants. 

Mitigating bias and noise in the validation stage: We anticipated that

he existing ratings and tags could bias participants’ perception of the

ibrations and/or suggest a lower need for their attention. Following

iterature guidelines on detecting invalid responses ( Huang et al., 2012;

urran, 2016 ), we mitigated this by making additions to the database

hich would expose non-diligent participants, and warned participants

f the possibility of inconsistencies to encourage diligence, while intro-

ucing minimal additional cognitive load to the annotation task. 
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Specifically, we included intentional errors in the dataset, duplicated

ome of the vibrations, and presented the existing annotations to the

articipants as “data from other users that can include noise ”. To iden-

ify the highly-biased participants or those who did not pay close at-

ention to the experimental task, we included two intentional errors,

ne in the ratings and one in the tags, in each vibration group. For the

ating error, we modified the energy d rating for one of the vibrations

rom very high (+3 on a 7-point likert scale) to very low ( − 3) or vice

ersa. For the tags, we added an invalid tag to one of the vibrations

n each group (e.g., added “long ” to a vibration with the short tag) re-

ulting in two clearly contradicting tags for the vibration. These changes

ere clearly in contradiction with the vibrations ’ content and with other

atings and tags, and thus were easy to note after thoughtfully feeling

he vibrations. Further, the number of errors in each vibration group

as low; there was exactly one tag error and one rating error in each

roup of 11 vibrations (including 55 ratings, and 44 lists of tags). Ad-

itionally, we duplicated one of the 10 vibrations in each group (for

 total of 11 vibrations) to assess the participants’ rating and tagging

eliability. 

Finally, as part of the experiment instructions, we told the partici-

ants that the existing ratings and tags were provided by other people

nd we were running this study to remove the noise in that data. 

Apparatus and procedure: The validation interface was composed

f two web pages, for calibration and annotation pages respectively

 Fig. 4 ). An experiment session took about 1 hour and the partici-

ants went over 2–3 vibration groups (22–33 vibrations) depending on

heir annotation speed. After the initial instructions, participants went

hrough all the calibration vibrations for that session (33 vibrations).

hen, they proceeded to the annotation page where they could see all

he 11 vibrations for one group (order randomized). They could change

he ratings, remove tags, or add additional tags; the initial ratings and

ags were visible at all times. After completing a group, the experimenter

oaded the next group of vibrations and the participant went through

he calibration and annotation pages for that group. At the end of the

ession, participants filled a short post-questionnaire for demographic

nformation and any other relevant comments. 

.3. Pre-processing of the dataset 

Prior to full analysis, we handled outliers and then averaged and

ncorporated our Stage 2 annotators’ input to prune tags as planned. 

Outlier removal: We used participants’ performance on intentional

ating and tag errors to identify outliers with high bias or low attention
ig. 4. The validation interface gave access to all 11 vibrations at the same time, and allowed u

n blue, and their own adjusted ratings in green. They could remove a tag by clicking on it (gray

n this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

45 
o the experimental task. For this purpose, we wrote a short program

o extract participants’ responses on the intentional errors from the rest

f the annotations and counted the number of errors that participants

orrected. If a participant only modified the rating errors, we removed

heir tagging data and if they adjusted less than 1/3 of both the rating

nd tag errors, we removed all their data from the dataset. As a result,

or each vibration the dataset contains data from 9 taggers and 9–13

aters (5 rating outliers, and 13 tagging outliers). 

Constructing the validated dataset: To derive the validated ratings for

 vibration, we averaged all the participants’ ratings for that vibration.

e eliminated tags removed by more than 1/3 of the participants ( ≥ 4
ut of 9). In this way, we removed tags that were commonly marked as

rrelevant, yet did not excessively limit the dataset (to the tags approved

y everyone) to allow for more interesting analysis and results. 

.4. Definition of analysis metrics 

To address our research questions, we devised a set of metrics that

re applicable to ratings and free-form tags and used them as the ba-

is for our analysis. Table 2 summarizes all the metrics with mathe-

atical formulas. Below, 𝑉 𝑖 , 𝑉 𝑖 , denote the i th vibration and its replica

espectively. T j refers to the j th tag, F k to one of the four facets, and

 items to the number of items (e.g., tags, vibrations, participants). ∩, ⊖
enote the intersection and symmetric difference respectively of two

ag sets. 

. Analysis and results 

We provide our analysis procedure and results, focusing on our three

esearch questions in turn followed by a summary of our dataset char-

cteristics. 

.1. [Q1] Facet substructure: what are the underlying facet dimensions 

hat dominate user reactions to vibrations? 

To interpret and verify the underlying dimensions for the facets, we

nalyzed the data in four steps: 

1. Ran a first MDS analysis on these vibration distances in each facet

to determine the number of underlying dimensions for the facet; 

2. Determined an initial interpretation of the dimension semantics

based on frequent and contrasting tags at the ends of each dimension

( Table 3 ); 
sers to remove tags and adjust ratings. Participants could see the existing (expert) ratings 

ing it out), and re-add it by clicking it again. (For interpretation of the references to color 
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Table 2 

Definition of our analysis metrics. 

Tag removal threshold: The number of participants that must remove a tag from a vibration before we eliminate the tag in our validated dataset. For example, we use a tag 

removal threshold of 4, meaning that every tag that is removed by 4 or more participants from a vibration’s list of tags is eliminated from the validated dataset. 

Vibration distance: The extent that two vibrations are described differently according to a given metric. In our study, the metrics are our facets. We calculate the distance 

between two vibrations in a facet ( F k ) as the number of tags ( N t ) that are different between the two vibrations divided by their total number of tags in the given facet. We use this 

metric in our MDS analysis of the vibrations. 

𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 ( 𝑉 𝑖 , 𝑉 𝑗 , 𝐹 𝑘 ) = 
𝑁 𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑠 [( 𝑉 𝑖 , 𝐹 𝑘 ) ⊖ ( 𝑉 𝑗 , 𝐹 𝑘 )] 

𝑁 𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑠 ( 𝑉 𝑖 , 𝐹 𝑘 ) + 𝑁 𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑠 ( 𝑉 𝑗 , 𝐹 𝑘 ) 
(1) 

Tag co-occurrence and tag distance: Co-occurrence is the number of times two tags are used together to describe the vibrations in our dataset. We calculate this value for two 

tags by counting the number of vibrations that have both tags in our dataset and dividing it by their total frequency in our dataset. 

𝐶𝑜 − 𝑜𝑐 𝑐 𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐 𝑒 ( 𝑇 𝑖 , 𝑇 𝑗 ) = 1 − 2 ×
𝑁 𝑣𝑖𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 ( 𝑇 𝑖 ∩ 𝑇 𝑗 ) 

𝑁 𝑣𝑖𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 ( 𝑇 𝑖 ) + 𝑁 𝑣𝑖𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 ( 𝑇 𝑗 ) 
(2) 

Tag distance: We define distance between the two tags ( “tag distance ”) as one minus their co-occurrence value. We use these tag distances in our MDS analysis on the tags. 

𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 ( 𝑇 𝑖 , 𝑇 𝑗 ) = 1 − 𝐶𝑜 − 𝑜𝑐 𝑐 𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐 𝑒 ( 𝑇 𝑖 , 𝑇 𝑗 ) (3) 

Tag disagreement score: An estimate of the amount of controversy among the participants in keeping or removing a tag. We measure it based on the number participants that 

disagree with the majority of taggers (about removing or keeping a tag for a vibration) divided by the total number of times the tag is presented to the participants in our dataset. 

For example, if for all the occurrences of a tag in our dataset only one of the participant have a different opinion from the rest, the formula results in a disagreement score of 

0.11. The highest disagreement is 0.44 (the lowest is 0) meaning that for all the vibrations, the tag is approved by half of the participants and removed by the other half. 

𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑎𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 ( 𝑇 𝑖 ) = 
∑
𝑗 

𝑁 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑠 ( 𝑉 𝑗 , 𝑇 𝑖 ) 
𝑁 𝑣𝑖𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 ( 𝑇 𝑖 ) ×𝑁 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑠 ( 𝑉 𝑗 ) 

(4) 

Vibration disagreement score: The amount of difference in the participants’ descriptions of a vibration according to a criteria. In our study, we calculate vibration disagreement 

per rating and per facet. For the ratings, we use the standard deviation of the ratings by the participants. For each facet (i.e., tag set), we define our metric to be similar to the 

standard deviation but applicable to the tags. Specifically, for a vibration, we count the number of tags that are different between a participant’s approved tags and the validated 

tag list for the vibration and divide it by total number of tags the experts provided for that vibration. We average the value over all taggers for that vibration. 

𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑎𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 ( 𝑉 𝑖 ) = 
∑
𝑗 

𝑁 𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑠 [( 𝑉 𝑖 , 𝑃 𝑗 ) ⊖ ( 𝑉 𝑖 , 𝑉 𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 )] 
𝑁 𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑠 ( 𝑉 𝑖 , 𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑠 ) 

(5) 

Unreliability score: Rating unreliability is the absolute difference in the ratings for a vibration and its duplicated version (for example, for energy ratings, the reliability is 

defined as 𝑅 ( 𝑉 𝑖 , 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 ) = |𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 ( 𝑉 𝑖 ) − 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 ( 𝑉 ′𝑖 ) |). Tag unreliability is the percentage of removed tags that are different between a vibration and its replica. Specifically, it is the 

number of tags removed from a vibration or its replica (but not from both) divided by the total number of tags removed from each. 

TagUnreliability ( 𝑉 𝑖 , 𝐹 𝑘 ) = 
𝑁 𝑅𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑑𝑇 𝑎𝑔𝑠 [( 𝑉 𝑖 , 𝐹 𝑘 ) ⊖ ( 𝑉 ′𝑖 , 𝐹 𝑘 )] 

𝑁 𝑅𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑑𝑇 𝑎𝑔𝑠 ( 𝑉 𝑖 , 𝐹 𝑘 ) + 𝑁 𝑅𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑑𝑇 𝑎𝑔𝑠 ( 𝑉 ′𝑖 , 𝐹 𝑘 ) 
(6) 
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3. Visualized distribution of the vibrations along each MDS dimension,

color-coded based on the existence (or lack) of related tags, to verify

our interpretation of the dimension ( Figs. 6–9 ); 

4. Examined results of a separate MDS analysis on tag (in contrast to

vibration) distances as a test of convergent and discriminant validity

(Appendix D) 

ogether, these analyses reinforced our interpretation of the semantics

f the dimensions and revealed the distribution of vibrations and tags

n each facet. Below, we separately describe the analysis steps in detail,

hen present results for each facet. 

[Step 1] Deriving dimensions from vibration distances: We calculated

uantitative values for vibration distances, in each facet, based on the

umber of shared and different tags in the validated tag lists for each

wo vibrations in the library ( Table 2 ). Then, we ran an MDS analysis

n these vibration distance values for each facet. From this data, we

etermined the number of MDS dimensions using the eigenvalue plots

s well as dimension interpretability. In Fig. 5 , eigenvalue contributions

re normalized to that of the first eigenvalue. Since these plots do not

ave an obvious “knee ” (vertical gap), for each we first chose an initial

et of dimensions based on the highest-contributing eigenvalues; then,

onsidered dimension interpretability before arriving at a final number

 Guest et al., 2011 ). We thereby found between one and four dimensions

or each facet ( Table 3 ). 

[Step 2] Determine semantic descriptors for each MDS-produced dimen-

ion: We listed the validated tags and their rate of occurrence for the 10
46 
arthest vibrations at each end of an MDS dimension. The most frequent,

et still contrasting tags for the two ends of a dimension provided us

ith an initial interpretation of dimension semantics. We found one to

everal such high-frequency tags (descriptive terms) bounding each end

f each dimension found in Step 1 ( Table 3 ). 

[Step 3] Verifying dimension semantics by visualizing vibration distribu-

ions: We visualized spatial distribution of vibrations along the identified

DS dimensions from Step 1 and color-coded them based on existence

red, green) or lack (gray) of high-frequency tags from Step 2 ( Figs. 6–

 ). As explained more fully in the first caption, vertical bars encode

DS position of the vibrations along each dimension, while bar color

enotes whether a vibration’s validated tag list has one of that dimen-

ion’s high-frequency tags. Red and green bars that are grouped at the

pposite ends of the dimension with gray mostly in the middle signify

hat the identified tags adequately represent the semantics of the dimen-

ion; substantial mixing of colors does not. 

[Step 4] Investigating tag distances: We ran a second MDS analysis on

ur derived tag distances ( Table 2 ) and examined word positions in the

esulting MDS map as a measure of convergent and discriminant validity

f our interpretations ( Guest et al., 2011 ), as follows. Convergent valid-

ty is supported when the words that have similar meanings in relation

o a dimension are spatially close in the MDS solution. Discriminant va-

idity is supported if the words with contrasting meanings are located

ar from each other in the MDS solution. Thus, we examined whether

he contrasting tags for each dimension are far away from each other

hile the relevant tags for the dimensions are in the same area. Since
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Table 3 

Final facet dimensions (derived in Table 4 ) and their most frequent tags: the left column presents the number of dimensions identified from MDS 

analysis on the vibration distances and our interpretation of their semantics. Middle and right columns show the most frequent tags and their 

rates of occurrence for the 10 vibrations at the negative and positive ends of each dimension respectively. 

Fig. 5. Eigenvalue plots for the four facets. In each, the horizontal axis represents number of dimensions and the vertical axis indicates a dimension’s contribution to reconstructing the 

vibration distances. If there is a large vertical gap between the nth and (n+1)th dimensions, the first n dimensions have much larger contributions than the following ones and describe 

most of the variation in a facet. Thus, we use those first n dimensions in our analysis. The red dotted line highlights the number of dimensions we select for each facet. The eigenvalue 

contributions are normalized based on the first (largest) eigenvalue. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this 

article.) 
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Fig. 6. Distribution of vibrations across the four MDS dimensions identified for the sensation f facet. All vibrations are shown. Position coding: thin vertical bars project each vibration’s 

MDS-derived location onto this dimension. Color coding: bar color indicates whether the validated tag list for the vibration contains one of the frequent tags identified in Step 2 (red or 

green, with red indicating the left end of the dimension, and green the right end) or not (gray). For SensationD1 d , a red bar denotes that a vibration has a simple or a flat tag, while a 

green bar represents a vibration with a complex or dynamic tag and gray bars show vibrations with no related tag. SensationD2 d : (red: discontinuous, green: continuous), SensationD3 d : 

(red: smooth or soft, green: rough), SensationD4 d : (red: short, green: long). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of 

this article.) 

Fig. 7. Distribution of all the vibrations across the three MDS dimensions for the emotion f facet. EmotionD1 d : (red: calm, comfortable, or pleasant, green: urgent, annoying), EmotionD2 d : 

(red: boring, green: interesting, lively), EmotionD3 d : (red: predictable, familiar, green: strange, creepy, surprising). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the 

reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 8. Vibration distribution across the two MDS dimensions for the metaphor f facet. Tags for MetaphorD1 d : (red: tapping, green: engine), MetaphorD2 d : (red: heartbeat, green: alarm 

or game). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 9. Vibration distribution for the usage f facet. We color all vibrations with high urgency and attention tags (alarm, running out of time, overtime, or above intended threshold) 

with green marks; use red for those with awareness notifications (pause, battery low, resume, or get ready); and gray for those with none of those tags or with a mix of both types. (For 

interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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his step mainly confirms the results of the above steps, we report the

esults in Appendix D . 

In Table 4 , we step through this process to interpret the dimension-

lity of each of our facets specifically. 

.1.1. Our five rating scales 

To determine if our rating scales are orthogonal, we ran a Pearson

orrelation on the ratings for the five Likert-scale parameters across the

20 vibrations. 

Results show significant medium to high correlation for all five

arameters, except for pleasantness and tempo (low correlation,
d d 

48 
 = − 0.22). Energy d , arousal d and roughness d have the highest cor-

elations (r = 0.74–0.92), followed by pleasantness d and roughness d 
r = − 0.61), tempo d with arousal d (r = 0.56), and roughness d (r = 0.52),

nd pleasantness d with arousal d (r = − 0.53) (full correlation table in

ppendix C ). 

.2. [RQ2] Between-facet linkages: how are attributes and dimensions 

inked across facets? 

We address this question by examining linkages among our identified

imensions as well as linkages among the tags between various facets. 
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Table 4 

Facet dimension analysis. 

Sensation facet 

Dimensions from vibration distances: Fig. 5 a’s eigenvalue plot suggests that after 4 primary dimensions, additional dimensions contribute little more ( < . 1 apart). The identities of 

the most frequent tags at dimension extremes suggest that these four dimensions could be defined by their endpoints as: 1) simple/flat to complex/dynamic, 2) continuous 

to discontinuous, 3) smooth to rough, and 4) short to long ( Table 3 ). 

Color-coded vibration distributions: Fig. 6 shows spatial distribution of the vibrations along the above four dimensions. All four have similar ranges ( − 0.5 to +0.7), indicating 

comparable variations along the dimensions. For the first three, the associated tags explain the dimension semantics well: green and red bars are well-separated at the two ends 

of the dimensions and the gray bars are around the central, neutral position. For the fourth dimension, the colored bars are less well separated, suggesting that these tags can at 

least partially explain this variation. We include it as the last interpretable dimension for the sensation f facet. These dimensions were further confirmed by our MDS analysis on 

tag distances (Appendix D) . 

Final dimensions (also in Table 3 ): 1) simple —complex d , 2) discontinuous —continuous d , 3) smooth —rough d , and 4) short —long d . The overlap in the frequent tags for different 

dimensions ( Table 3 ) and their spatial configuration ( Fig. D.13 ) suggest the above dimension properties are not completely orthogonal. 

Emotion facet 

Dimensions from vibration distances: Fig. 5 b’s eigenvalues suggest 3–4 underlying dimensions; we opt for three due to higher interpretability. The most frequent tags in Table 3 

suggest 1) comfortable and calm vs. annoying and urgent, 2) boring and predictable vs. lively and interesting, 3) strange and surprising vs. rhythmic and mechanical. 

Color-coded vibration distributions: Fig. 7 shows the distribution of the vibrations along each emotion f dimension. For the first and second, color distribution follows our 

interpretation. For the last, green bars are mostly grouped at the right (strange and surprising) but red and gray bars are randomly dispersed on the left, suggesting the need for 

a better description for this end of the dimension. 

Final dimensions: 1) comfortable —urgent, agitating d , 2) boring —lively, interesting d , 3) creepy, strange —rhythmic, predictable d . 

Metaphor facet 

Dimensions from vibration distances: We removed 13 of 45 metaphor f tags that were applied with low frequency (to < 2 vibrations) to avoid unrepresentative distortions in the 

MDS result. Metaphor f ’s eigenvalue plot then has a large number of dimensions with similar contributions; however, the first two slightly more than others. Tag frequencies 

suggest that these two are differentiated in 1) tapping vs. engine, and 2) tapping and heartbeat vs. game or alarm. Further tag analysis (Appendix D) indicated that along 

dimension 1, tags are divided into ongoing/repetitive or pulse-like/nuanced. For dimension 2, tags tend to be natural and calm; or mechanical, synthetic and annoying (see 

Appendix D for the spatial configuration of tags). 

Color-coded vibration distribution: Tag distributions for both dimensions show a separation of green and red bars at the two ends of the dimensions with gray bars lying mostly in 

the middle ( Fig. 8 ). 

Final dimensions: 1) on-off, nuanced —ongoing and repetitive d metaphors, and 2) natural, calm (mostly pulsing) —mechanical and annoying d metaphors. 

Usage facet 

Dimensions from vibration distances: Eigenvalues suggest that the first dimension has a dominant contribution ( Fig. 5 d). According to the most frequent tags, this dimension 

represents urgency and attention-demand of notifications. On one end, usage f tags suggest time urgency while on the other, notifications require little attention and are mostly 

for users’ awareness ( Table 3 ). 

Color-coded vibration distribution: In Fig. 9 , red, gray, and green bars are fairly well separated and gradually change from the left to the right of the dimension, supporting our 

one-dimension interpretation for the usage f facet. 

Final dimension: 1) Low-demand awareness —urgent and attention-demanding d notifications. 
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.2.1. Dimension level: are there linkages or correlations among the 

dentified dimensions of various facets? What factors can describe these 

orrelations? 

To address this question, we use factor analysis. Here, we include

oth ratings and facet dimensions in our analysis to further link our
Table 5 

Factor analysis outcome. The left-most column shows the initial rating sc

columns present the factors upon which we have found some degree of

For each factor column, boldfaced numbers highlight facet variables w

indicate very low contributions ( < . 3 ). Facet properties that have high v

in the Urgency f factor) are correlated: the columns/factors are a point o

49 
erived facet structures to one another as well as to the rating metrics

requently used in the literature. Thus, our variables are the five rating

cales and the 10 dimensions identified for all the facets (a total of 15

ariables). We use the values of the 120 vibrations on those 15 variables

s our samples. This results in a ratio of 8:1 for our analysis (8 samples
ales † and new facet dimensions after MDS analysis. The next four 

 cross-facet correlation, in terms of facet ratings and dimensions. 

ith the highest contributions to that factor ( > . 45 ); empty cells 

alues on the same factor column (e.g., energy, arousal, UsageD1 d 
f linkages between the respective facets. 
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Fig. 10. Co-occurrence of the sensation f tags with the emotion f tags in our vibration library. For each emotion f tag (rows), we see the most (and least) associated sensation f tags (encoded 

as darker and lighter cells respectively). For example, highlighted with red boxes, to design a surprising vibration, one should make an irregular, dynamic, ramping up, and rough sensation 

(design scenario in Fig. 1 a). Similarly, looking down on each column, one can see how a particular sensation f tag is perceived emotionally. Bumpy vibrations mostly invoke positive 

emotional response such as comfortable, energetic, happy, lively, etc. (evaluation scenario in Fig. 1 b). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is 

referred to the web version of this article.) 
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Fig. 11. A stacked bar chart showing tag disagreement scores in each facet. The height of 

each bar indicates total number of tags in a facet. More saturated parts of the bar indicate 

tags with higher disagreement scores. (For interpretation of the references to color in this 

figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
er variable), satisfying the minimum suggested ratio in the literature

5:1) ( Yong and Pearce, 2013 ). 

According to our results, four perceptual factors can describe cor-

elations among the dimensions in various facets (the four right-most

olumns on Table 5 ). Table 5 shows the vibration properties (ratings

nd facet dimensions) with loadings > 0.3 for each factor and highlights

he ones with higher loadings ( ≥ 4.5) in boldface . 

Factor 1 (Urgency fact ): UsageD1 d and emotionD1 d are highly con-

ected to the same underlying factor as energy d , arousal d , roughness d ,

nd pleasantness d . SensationD1 - complexity d and metaphorD2 -

atural/mechanical d are also connected to this factor but with lower

oadings. 

Factor 2 (Liveliness/interestingness fact ): EmotionD2 – boring/lively d is

onnected with sensationD4 – duration d , and tempo d on the second fac-

or. SensationD2 – continuity d is also partially loaded onto this factor. 

Factor 3 (Roughness fact ): This factor presents the link between sensa-

ionD3 – roughness d with roughness d and pleasantness d ratings. 

Factor 4 (Novelty fact ): SensationD1 – complexity d and emotionD3 –

trangeness d are connected on the fourth factor. MetaphorD1 d also par-

ially loads onto this factor. 

.2.2. Tag level: how do tags in the different facets correlate? 

We used our tag co-occurrence metric ( Section 2 ) as a measure of

orrelation between tags in various facets. We report co-occurrence of

he sensation f facet’s tags with emotion f , metaphor f , and usage f tags,

ince sensation f tags more directly relate to engineering parameters

 Fig. 10 ) but are also hardware independent. Fig. 10 presents links

mong the emotion f and sensation f tags (see Appendix F for the tag

o-occurrence tables of the metaphor f and usage f facets). 

.3. [RQ3] Individual differences: to what extent do people coincide or 

iffer in their assessment of vibration attributes? 

We examined variation in the participants’ ratings and tags as a mea-

ure of individual differences in their perceptions and opinions. Here,

e report these individual differences on various levels including the

xtent of variation (disagreement) across the facets, ratings, and tags as

ell as the amount of disagreement per vibration. 
50 
.3.1. Per facet 

We measured overall individual differences in the facets based on

ercentage of facet tags that were approved by everyone (100% of the

nnotators), as well as percentage of tags that caused a split between

he participants (defined as when half of participants removed a tag and

he other half kept it as an appropriate tag for a vibration). Sensation f 
ad the lowest I.D. f , with the highest number of tags kept by everyone

21% compared to 7–12% for the other facets), and the lowest number

f tags that caused a split (18% compared to 32–37%). Usage f elicited

lightly more individuated responses than emotion f and metaphor f , with

% tags approved by everyone and 37% tags resulting in a split in the

articipants’ opinions. 

.3.2. Per rating 

For each of the five rating scales, we used standard deviation of the

alues provided by all the annotators for a vibration as a measure of I.D.

n that rating. Averaged across all vibrations and on a 7-point scale, these
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Fig. 12. Disagreement scores for the ratings and facets for a subset of the vibrations, calculated based on Table 2 . Disagreement scores are within [1–7] (ratings), and [0–1] (facets). A 

vibration can have a low disagreement score on one rating or tag set but a high disagreement score on another. 
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re 1.0, 0.8, 0.7, 0.7, 0.7 for pleasantness d , roughness d , energy d , tempo d ,

nd arousal d respectively. 

.3.3. Per tag 

Stage 2 participants approved or removed some tags in consistent

ays (e.g., short, irregular, agitating) whereas the participants showed

iffering opinions about the appropriateness of some others (e.g., tick-

ish, fear, start). Tag disagreement score represents the amount of con-

roversy among the participants in keeping or removing a tag ( Section

.4 ). The highest possible score is 0.5, denoting a full split in participant

pinions. 

Fig. 11 shows a bar chart of the number of tags in each facet, color-

oded based on their disagreement score (higher color saturation denote

igher disagreement scores). The figure also lists examples of tags with

ow and high disagreement scores: e.g., in sensation f , short and smooth

ransition tags had the lowest disagreement while ticklish had the high-
Table 6 

Summary of our annotation dataset after the two stages of expert annotatio

the average difference in values provided on the five rating scales original

each of the facets (middle section); and the overall tag count for these fac

Table 6 cannot be directly compared due to differences in the tasks in th

was annotated by two of three experts), while lay users were asked to co

51 
st. Overall, usage f tags had higher disagreement compared to the other

acets, with no tag showing very low ( < . 2 ) disagreement. 

.3.4. Per vibration 

We computed disagreement among the ratings and tags assigned to

ach vibration (vibration disagreement score is defined in Section 4.4 ).

ig. 12 presents a heatmap of a subset of vibrations and their disagree-

ent scores for the ratings and tags (see disagreement values for all

he vibrations in Appendix E.17 ). Interestingly, the vibrations were not

lways consistently disagreed or agreed upon. For example, vibration

v-09-10-3-56 ” had low disagreement on sensation f tags but higher dis-

greement on emotion f , metaphor f , and usage f tags. The vibrations also

iffered in the facet(s) that had the lowest controversy for them: “v-09-

0-6-46 ” was mostly agreed upon in the emotion f facet but had high

isagreement in the metaphor f facet. This pattern was reversed for an-

ther vibration (e.g., “v-09-10-4-25 ”). 
n and lay user validation (i.e., pruning). The left column indicates: 

ly used to define the facets (top section); overlap in the tag sets for 

ets (bottom section). Values in the experts and lay user columns in 

ese collection stages: experts applied annotations (each vibration 

nfirm them, and largely removed rather than adding tags. 
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.4. Methodology: how does staged data collection impact annotation 

uality? 

The goal of our two-stage data collection was to reduce noise from

utliers and improve dataset convergence and reliability by facilitat-

ng the annotation task for the lay users, but at the cost of an addi-

ional round of data collection. Below, we summarize how well this new

ethod achieves these goals by examining dataset characteristics after

he two rounds of annotations and reliability of the final dataset. 

Expert and Lay User Annotations: Table 6 summarizes characteristics

f our dataset after expert and lay user annotation stages. 

Reliability of the final annotation set: To assess reliability, we measured

bsolute rating difference and percentage of tag difference between a

ibration and its replica ( Section 4.4 ) for each individual participant as

ell as for the final aggregated dataset. On average, the ratings were ∼ . 7
part (on a 7-point scale) for individual participants but this difference

as reduced to ∼ . 2 for the final aggregated dataset. Further, ∼ 33% of

he tags removed by an individual were different between a vibration

nd its replica which was further reduced to ∼ 7% difference on the final

ggregated set. 

. Discussion 

We start by looking at how these results apply to the three design,

valuation, and personalization scenarios we proposed in the introduc-

ion ( Fig. 1 ): have we indeed found evidence for perceptually continu-

us dimensions within individual facets, along which users would presum-

bly find it logical to “move ” individual haptic elements as an act of de-

ign? Do we have a mapping among the facets that enables translation

f design requirements, or evaluation of aesthetic properties of haptic

lements? 

We then compare our facet dimensions with the perceptual vibro-

actile properties in the literature and draw insights into findings on in-

ividual differences and annotation reliability. We finish by reviewing

he validity and effectiveness of our methodological choices. 

.1. Within-facet perceptual continuity: scenarios 

Scenario 1 – design guidelines and manipulations ( Fig. 1 a): In making

aptic sensations, designers commonly have a set of requirements in

he usage f , metaphor f , or emotion f facets (e.g., surprise or racing car

ngine) and require guidelines prescribing important sensation f or en-

ineering parameters for meeting those requirements. The linkages be-

ween the facets can provide such guidelines: the designer can look

long the rows of Fig. 10 and find the highly correlated sensation f 
ags. For example, using Fig. 10 , the task of designing a surprise vi-

ration is broken into designing a sensation that is irregular, complex,

amping up, and rough (sensation f tags with high co-occurrence with

urprise). 

On the dimensional level, between-facet linkages provide a more

ontinuous mapping for design. For example, a designer might want

o create a palette of sensations that vary in liveliness. Using the cor-

elation among the boring —lively d dimension and the dimensions from

he sensation f facet, the designer can vary continuity d and tempo d of

he vibrotactile rhythm in sketching alternative palettes for further in-

estigation. 

Here, we link usage f , metaphor f , or emotion f facets to the sensation f 
ttributes, rather than engineering parameters of vibrations, to provide

oncrete yet hardware-independent design guidelines. The specific en-

ineering parameters for the facet descriptions could vary depending

n the hardware and form factor of a target device and are not gener-

lizable. In contrast, sensory properties of vibrations (e.g., roughness,

ontinuity, and duration) are hardware-independent descriptions, well-

tudied in the literature (e.g., roughness), or straightforward to imple-

ent (e.g., continuity). For example, the designer can add discontinuity
52 
y including silence or pause in a vibration while ensuring that the du-

ation of silence is perceptible to people ( Ternes, 2007 ). 

Scenario 2 – evaluation ( Fig. 1 b): Alternatively, for cases where a

esigner has a set of vibrations and is interested to know their emo-

ional connotations, proper metaphors or usage examples, he/she can

ook them up along the columns of Fig. 10 . For example, a bumpy sen-

ation usually has positive emotional connotations such as happy, inter-

sting, lively and rhythmic, while ramping up sensations are usually an-

oying, mechanical, and uncomfortable. 

Scenario 3 – personalization ( Fig. 1 c): Facet dimensions and their

inkages provide the theoretical grounding for designers to build tun-

ng and stylization tools for end-users who may wish to personalize their

ibration notifications. First, the dimensions we found in this work

re good candidates for being the basis of tuning sliders, as they cap-

ure the dominant spectrums along which a vibration can vary in a

acet. For example, one can imagine a tuning slider that moves a vi-

ration along the emotion dimension of boring —lively d . Then, even

ore practically, the linkages identified in our results from a dimen-

ion in the emotion f , metaphor f , or usage f facets to the sensation f 
imensions inform us about the mechanics of building these sliders.

or example, the boring —lively d dimension is correlated with the sig-

al’s tempo, duration d (sensationD4) and continuity d (sensationD2).

hus, a designer can use these three sensation f attributes in develop-

ng an automated algorithm for a liveliness slider, which is ultimately

ontrolled by end-users to modify a vibration’s liveliness for their per-

onal taste. Our future work focuses on using our results to build a set

f tuning sliders for vibrations. 

.2. Facet dimensions and linkages 

Here, we discuss the unique insights and challenges for the facet di-

ensions and present implications for future research and design when

pplicable. 

Sensation f provides designers with a practical translation platform be-

ween the facet space and engineering parameters like frequency and wave-

orm. Sensation f dimensions reflect important perceptual and engineer-

ng parameters identified in past studies. Specifically, rhythm and en-

elope , two parameters found to be influential and manipulable in ex-

ressive vibrotactile design ( MacLean, 2008; Ternes, 2007 ), are di-

ectly linked to continuity d and complexity d (sensationD2, D1 respec-

ively). Roughness d and duration d are also known to impact users’ per-

eption ( Hoggan and Brewster, 2007a, 2007b; MacLean, 2008 ). Thus,

ranslating the emotion f , metaphor f , and usage f dimensions and tags to

he sensation f facet offers a practical and hardware-independent means

or design. 

Emotional perceptions of vibrations do not follow theoretical dimen-

ions of pleasantness d and arousal d . Correlation of the pleasantness d 
nd arousal d ratings ( Section 5.1.1 ) as well as our MDS results on

he emotion f tags suggest that these two dimensions are not orthogo-

al for our vibrotactile collection. As a result, not all four quadrants

f the pleasantness (valence)-arousal grid are covered by the vibrotac-

ile sensations in our library. Specifically, none were marked as either

ery pleasant and alarming (positive valence-positive arousal), or very

alm but unpleasant (negative valence-negative arousal). 

While it is possible that such examples exist but our library does

ot contain them, we note that two recent studies found a similar cor-

elation and also the same gap for different vibrotactile actuators and

ibration sets ( Seifi and MacLean, 2013; Yoo et al., 2015 ). Yoo et al.

xamined several sets of vibrations (24–36 items each) on a voice coil

ctuator (Haptuator – TactileLabs, 2016 ) and none covered the negative

alence-negative arousal or very high valence-high arousal quadrants

 Yoo et al., 2015 ). Our own previous study reports a similar correlation

or a small subset of 14 vibrations on an Electro-Active Polymer (EAP)

ctuator ( Seifi and MacLean, 2013 ). 

We propose that for vibrations, the theoretical dimensions of

leasantness and arousal in the literature are not good representa-
d d 
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ives for the 2-D affect grid. There, sad and boring have negative va-

ence and negative arousal while vibrations with sad and boring tags

o not fall in that area; they are not necessarily unpleasant and quiet

nd this difference is reflected in our dataset. Instead, our MDS analysis

n the emotion f tags suggest that people perceive and rate vibrations

ccording to three other dimensions: 1) agitation d , 2) liveliness d , and

) strangeness d . 

This result impacts future research and design in at least three ways.

irst, further studies are needed to confirm or reject this pattern , and

ompare emotion f dimensions for vibrations with other haptic stim-

li (such as natural textures, force feedback and variable friction) and

ther modalities such as vision and audition. Second, the three dimen-

ions provide new directions for vibration design . Agitation d , liveliness d ,

nd strangeness d explain large variations in emotion f , have low correla-

ion, and provide a more accessible design space for current vibrotactile

echnology. They may be promising targets for affective design. Finally,

nce further validated, these dimensions offer good candidates for de-

ising a standard evaluation instrument for vibrations. 

Metaphor f dimensions are the most difficult to interpret. Our results sug-

est two dimensions for metaphor f tags that vary on continuity, novelty,

nd urgency. However, the spatial configuration of tags in Fig. D.15 does

ot completely follow this definition (see the report of outlier tags in

ppendix D ). Also, these two dimensions are partially linked to the other

acets in our factor analysis. One reason could be that our metaphor f 
ag set is larger but also sparser: there are fewer common metaphor f 
ags among the vibrations ( Table 3 ) compared to sensation f , emotion f ,

nd usage f tags. While this trend can reflect an inherent characteris-

ic of metaphors for describing vibrations, future studies are needed

o validate and expand on the above dimensions and further develop

he metaphor f vocabulary for vibrotactile effects by studying a broader

ist of initial metaphor tags collected from diverse participants. 

Users ’ interpretation of vibration meaning in usage contexts is mainly

ictated by their energy (or urgency). According to our MDS results, vi-

ration energy d or urgency d is the most important dimension for usage f 
ags. While energy is an important design parameter, we are not aware

f previous work that empirically connects a vibration’s energy to its

pplication. Our vibration library is designed to include a wide range of

ensations but our tag list for usage f is developed for a specific context:

pplications where time tracking is an important component (e.g., giv-

ng presentations and exercising). We anticipate this finding to extend

o other application contexts but future studies are needed to confirm

r reject the importance of energy for other types of applications. 

Emotional connotations of vibrations play an important role in users ’

erception of vibrations, regardless of facet. The three dimensions found

or emotion f have substantially high loadings on three of the four fac-

ors in Table 5 : urgency fact , liveliness fact and novelty fact . This suggests

hat the underlying constructs, describing the variations and linkages

etween the facets, are mainly emotional. In the absence of other strong

riteria, the emotion f facet can serve as the best default for end-user tools

nd interfaces. 

.3. Individuals’ annotation reliability and variation 

Reliability of individuals ’ tagging is surprisingly low. In our Stage 2 study

omponent, we placed a duplicate vibration in each vibration set – i.e.,

wo out of the 11 were identical ( Section 4.2 ). However, about 33%

f individuals’ removed tags differed for these duplicates ( Section 5.4 ).

his number is unexpectedly high: participants had access to all the vi-

rations and their tags via the experiment interface. Although the vari-

tion may be partially due to varying commitment and focus, it also

uggests that people’s memory of vibrations quickly fades. In contrast

o auditory and visual icons, sensations in this unfamiliar modality are

ot always immediately memorable, and users commonly play a vibra-

ion several times to form an opinion about it or to compare it with

nother vibrotactile sensation. This negatively impacts reliability, but
53 
n some cases can simplify study design when one stimulus is presented

n multiple experimental conditions. 

Data on individual differences in ratings and tags inform haptic evalua-

ion. Disagreement scores for the tags and ratings suggest that a notable

ortion of annotation variation is due to differences among users’ def-

nitions of the language terms and its manifestation in a tactile signal.

his is evidenced by lower individual difference values for sensation f 
ags and the five rating scales. To mitigate this in the long run, we need

o devise and consistently use a set of standard rating scales; the facet

imensions are promising candidates for such an endeavor. In the mean-

ime, our tag disagreement scores can inform haptic researchers in se-

ecting less controversial tags or estimating the number of participants

equired for their evaluation. 

.4. Review of our methodology 

We contribute a data collection and analysis methodology, based on

xisting practices in the music annotation domain, that allows for com-

rehensive evaluation of a large vibration collection. Here, we discuss

he validity and effectiveness of our methodological choices according

o our results to support future uses and adaptations of our approach. 

.4.1. Method validity 

Bias in validation stage: Seeing existing annotations did not override par-

icipant perceptions. Participants made large adjustments ( ⁓ 4.3 on a 7-

oint scale) to the intentional energy rating errors applied in the valida-

ion stage to identify outliers – ( Section 4.2 ). Also, a notable percentage

f the tags ( ∼14–31%) are removed by 4 or more (out of 9) participants,

emonstrating some degree of inter-participant consistency as well as

illingness to respond with initiative. We also guarded against bias by

escribing the existing annotations to the participants as “noisy data

rom other users; ” and by eliminating the participants with few anno-

ation adjustments as outliers, on presumption that this indicated low

ngagement with the task. Finally, our validation task resembles practi-

al scenarios where users start from a proposed set of notifications and

heir intended perception and usage (e.g., list of alarm tones on a phone,

ame sounds, etc.) and adopt or reject notifications depending on their

erceptual match. Thus, although we expect some degree of conformity

mong the participants to the existing tags and ratings which were their

nonzero) starting point, it appears this did not override their choices

nd our validated dataset reflects their accepted annotations among the

roposed ones. 

Annotation instrument: Quality of our ratings and tag lists are reflected

n our results. We included five Likert-type ratings to link our results to

he most prominent vibration properties in the literature. Alternatively,

hese properties could be represented as tags in our instrument. While

he latter would result in a uniform instrument with only tags, the former

nabled us to capture users’ perception of these properties with more

recision and informed design of the VibViz interface ( Seifi et al., 2015 ).

urther, since factor analysis is robust to metrics with different scales

 Yong and Pearce, 2013 ), we could include both MDS dimensions and

atings in one analysis, complementing our picture of users’ perception

f vibrations. 

While developing the tag sets, our goal was to include as many

elevant tags as possible, yet avoid redundant tags. For sensation f 
nd emotion f , our tag lists were built on existing adjective lists in the

iterature, were inclusive and were independent of the context. Thus, for

hese facets we could identify several dimensions with stronger linkages

n the factor analysis. In contrast, the metaphor f and usage f tag lists were

se-case dependent and could not be inclusive in nature. Further, it was

ore difficult to identify tag redundancy and conflicts for them. Thus,

hey resulted in fewer dominant dimensions which were harder to in-

erpret (metaphor f ) and dependent on use case (usage f ). The attributes

nd dimensions for these facets can be further refined and validated

ver time, through follow-up studies that examine a broader range of

se cases and metaphors with diverse participants. 
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1 http://www.fragrantica.com/ . 
Future work can further refine our metaphor f and usage f attributes

nd dimensions by studying other use cases and participant groups. 

Analysis methods: We triangulate our analysis to guard against the subjec-

ivity in our interpretations. For both MDS and factor analysis, researchers

etermine number and semantics of dimensions and factors. Although

his interpretation is based on evidence in the data, the resulting seman-

ics are subject to the researchers’ bias and pre-conceptions. To guard

gainst this, we use three different analyses on the tags to interpret se-

antics of the facet dimensions and provide data on between-facet link-

ges on both dimensional and tag level. 

Analysis methods: Factors with low loadings must be interpreted with cau-

ion. Our factor analysis has a ratio of 8:1 for data points (120 vibration

atings and MDS positions) and variables (15 ratings and facet dimen-

ions; Section 5.2.1 ). While this meets the minimum ratio proposed in

he literature (5:1), higher ratios (10:1 or more) are recommended for

ore stable results ( Yong and Pearce, 2013 ). With our data, the vari-

bles with low factor loadings may not be stable if more data is added,

hus they must be regarded with caution. This is especially true for the

wo metaphor f dimensions and for continuity d (sensationD2). 

.4.2. Method effectiveness 

Recruitment benefits: the staged approach increases efficiency of data

ollection and improves convergence. Practically speaking, we found that

alidating existing ratings and tags can be done more quickly than anno-

ating a vibration. In our study, validation sessions include about three

imes more vibrations than our pilot and expert annotation sessions (33

ibrations compared to 12 vibrations). This means the same amount of

ata can be collected with fewer participants. Further, we found that the

etween-subject variations in the validation stage were reduced to val-

es equal to within-subject variations (reliability) in the ratings, leading

o better convergence. In Sections 5.4 , and 5.3.2 , all values are ≤ 1 on

 7-point Likert scale. Finally, having expert ratings on the vibrations

llowed for quick detection of outliers in the data and adjusting the re-

ruitment plan accordingly. 

Value added by end-user validation: second stage is crucial for validating

xpert tags. On average, the lay-user-validated ratings are about 0.5 (7-

oint scale) different from the expert ratings, and the lay-user-validated

et of tags include 14–31% fewer tags than the expert tag set. These

esults suggest that experts’ ratings provide a fairly accurate estimate

f users ’ ratings; while for the tags, experts’ and lay participants’ opin-

ons deviate more, justifying the need for the validation stage. If further

tudies confirm this pattern, then this approach can provide a discount

valuation method for vibrotactile design similar to heuristic evaluation

n user interface design ( Nielsen and Molich, 1990 ). 

. Conclusion 

Our work investigates four vibration facets, their underlying di-

ensions and their linkages and mappings based on ratings and tags

ollected for a library of 120 vibrations; Fig. 2 illustrates the emer-

ent landscape we have exposed and described with tags, facets, di-

ensions and facet-linking factors. Our data and analysis confirm defi-

ite cross-facet linkages between certain facet dimensions. We describe

hese linkages on a discrete level between tags (descriptive words ap-

lied to specific vibrations, which themselves we have empirically lo-

ated within facet dimensional space) and on a continuous level be-

ween dimensions d (wherein dimensions provide perceptual delineation

f the facets). For the latter, the linkages can be described according to

our factors (perceptual constructs underlying facet linkages): a vibra-

ion’s urgency fact , liveliness fact , roughness fact and novelty fact . 

The linkages between the sensation f facet and the other facets (on

oth tag and dimension levels) offer guidelines for vibration design,

valuation, and personalization. However, we still lack a continuous

apping between most facet parameters (user’s cognitive schemas) and

he engineering parameters, by which these sensations are constructed.

pplying machine learning techniques to the vibratory signals and their
54 
ssociated disposition within the facet space (such as the ratings, tags

nd MDS positions on the facet dimensions) is one approach towards

dentifying such a mapping. To this end, we have released our vibration

ataset (vibration.wav files, their annotations and MDS characteriza-

ion) for use by other researchers ( VibViz Dataset, 2016 ). 

Further, our lab continues to examine this mapping in the use case

f developing a set of tuning sliders that can move a vibration along the

emantic facet dimensions – that is, Scenario 3. 

Will underlying facet dimensions and linkages apply to sensa-

ions produced with other haptic technologies? We anticipate that to

 large extent they will, although specific labels and properties for

he facets might vary. The literature includes evidence that people

se sensation f , emotion f , and metaphor f descriptions for many kinds of

aptic sensations, ranging from ultrahaptics effects (non-contact stimuli

roduced with acoustic waves ( Obrist et al., 2013 )) to movements of a

urry touch-based social robot ( Yohanan and MacLean, 2011; Yohanan

t al., 2005 ). Confirming this requires future studies that examine the

acet dimensions for other types of haptic sensations, such as force feed-

ack, texture displays, variable friction and ultrahaptics, and compar-

ng their findings with our results. Such an endeavor can lead to a more

olistic and technology-independent model of user haptic perception. 

Beyond haptics, facets can facilitate multimodal experience design.

irst, they support design of rich haptic experiences, which in turn

nhances multimodal applications and media involving haptics. Sec-

nd, they provide a shared cognitive grounding for design in different

odalities. Past research has shown that users can associate stimuli,

n different modalities, designed for shared perceptual or cognitive at-

ributes ( Hoggan and Brewster, 2007a ). Facets encapsulate and struc-

ure users’ cognitive schemas and are shared (or overlap considerably)

mong different modalities (e.g., emotion f attributes). Visual and au-

itory design already utilize a body of guidelines and cultural conno-

ations established for affective design. Our results support haptic de-

igners in creating sensations that are congruent with their visual and

uditory analogs in their perceptual and affective attributes. The other,

ess-utilized senses in HCI (e.g., olfactory) can benefit by following a

acet-based approach to design. In fact, the olfactory sense already has

 basis for a faceted language. For example, Fragrantica, 1 an online

erfume review website, presents perfumes according to their top, mid-

le, and base notes as well as their longevity, sillage, usage context (e.g.,

ay, summer), and user group (e.g., female > 25 ). These modalities can

enefit from our procedure in developing their facets and characterizing

heir semantic structures for design. 

We close by noting that rarely have the many challenges inherent

n haptic evaluation ( MacLean et al., 2017 ) been approached through

he development of new, haptic-specific methodologies and evaluation

nstruments. Here, we offer a novel, scalable data collection approach

o mapping users ’ comprehension of large sets of haptic signals; and

eport between- and within-subject data variation that can inform future

nstrument development. 
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ppendix A. List of tags and their disagreement values 

Tables A.7–A.10 
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Table A.7 

Sensation f tags and disagreement scores. 

Table A.8 

Emotion f tags and disagreement scores. 

Table A.9 

Metaphor f tags and disagreement scores. 
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Table A.10 

Usage f tags and disagreement scores. 

A

 perce
. 

ppendix B. Tag removal summary 

Table B.11 

Table B.11 

Percentage of tags removed by lay users. Each row represents the

label) in each facet (columns). 
56 
ntages of tags that are removed by at least x people (x = 1 for ≥ 1 
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A
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A

F tified d  

a nverge  

f

he thr
ppendix C. Rating correlations 

Table C.12 

Table C.12 

Results of Pearson correlation of the five rating scales. The correlation

. 

ppendix D. Multidimensional scaling graphs on tag distances 

Figs. D.13–D.16 

ig. D.13. Spatial configuration of the tags for the sensation f facet confirms the four iden

nd the semantically-related tags are close together along each dimension (supporting co

rom irregular, complex, and rough. 

Fig. D.14. Spatial configuration of the tags for the emotion f facet confirms t
57 
lied on all participants’ ratings for the 120 vibrations. 

imensions. Specifically, contrasting tags according to each dimension are well-separated,

nt and discriminant validity). For example, simple, regular, flat, smooth and soft are far

ee identified dimensions and supports convergent and discriminant validity. 
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Fig. D.15. Spatial configurations of tags for the metaphor f facet. Dimension 1 (on-off—ongoing d ) vs. dimension 2 (natural —mechanical d ). Semantically-related tags, according to a 

dimension, are close along the dimension (e.g., drums, celebration, alarm) and contrasting tags are far from each other (e.g., heartbeat vs. engine or alarm). This definition leaves a few 

tags, such as clock (among the natural, calm sensations) and snoring (with mechanical, annoying and ongoing tags). 

Fig. D.16. Spatial configurations of tags for the usage f facets. Dimension 1 (urgent- awareness notifications). Dimension 2 is not used in our analysis. Along Dimension 1, tags have 

increasing urgency and attention demand from left to right, supporting convergent and discriminant validity for the semantics of the dimension. 
. 
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A

F igh co  

c

A

of sensation f and emotion f tags. 
ppendix E. Individual differences in vibrations 

Fig. E.17 

ig. E.17. Vibration disagreement scores for the five rating scales and the four facets. H

olor in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

. 
ppendix F. Between-facet tag linkages 

Figs. F.18–F.20 

Fig. F.18. Co-occurrence 
59 
lor saturation denotes high disagreement scores. (For interpretation of the references to
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Fig. F.19. Co-occurrence of sensation f and metaphor f tags. 

Fig. F.20. Co-occurrence of sensation f and usage f tags. 
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